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Darwin’s finches

Right figure by Nature Education



Phylogenetic X-trees

Figure from Baum et al. (2003). Science 310 (5750):979-980.



Why reconstruct phylogenies?

Phylogenetic trees illustrating associations due to subtypes (A) and HLA-driven escape (C). 
(From: Tanmoy Bhattacharya et al. Science 2007;315:1583-1586)



Estimating the Tree of Life: 
Mathematical challenges in phylogenomics

I. Background:  
pre-genomics era 

II. More data, more problems: 

A. The multispecies coalescent 

B. Is the Tree of Life even  
a tree? 
 
 



Part I



Pre-genomics era



A walk down the Tree of Life



Compatible splits

Figure from Salerno, Curatti, Trends Plant Sci. 2003 Feb;8(2):63-9.



Synapomorphies & homoplasies

Figures by University of California Museum of Paleontology's Understanding Evolution

parsimony



Molecular systematics

Snapshot from Mesquite



Tree metrics

Figure from Semple & Steel, Phylogenetics (2003).



Which quartet topology?
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Markov process on a tree
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Back to tree metrics

xy



Back to Darwin’s finches

Neighbor-Joining tree of combined cytb and cr sequences.  
(From: Akie Sato et al. PNAS 1999;96:5101-5106)



Identifiability



Identifiability

pT(Θ)
pT’(Θ)



Likelihood-based inference



How much data is needed?

Genome-scale 
phylogeny of birds. 

(From: Erich D. Jarvis et 
al. Science 

2014;346:1320-1331)



Short branches
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Short branches

pT(Θ)
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Short branches
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Short branches

Total variation distance 
- For two discrete measures Q = {q_i}_i and Q’={q’_i} 
 
  


- 1-TV = sum of Type I and Type II errors for likelihood ratio test 

∥Q−Q′∥TV = supA |Q(A)−Q′(A)|



Short branches

Hellinger distance 
- Under the same setting


- Factorizes nicely 
 

- Moreover
∥Q−Q′∥TV ≤ H(Q,Q′)
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Depth



Correlation decay
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Markov chain on two states
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Markov chain on a tree



Markov chain on a tree

X0=-1 X0=+1



…

Lh

X0=+1



Back-of-the-envelope: ignoring correlations



Back to the tree



Part II



More data, more problems



Easy: concatenate

Supergene of length mk

M
LE



Mixed-up trees



Mixed-up trees

pT(Θ)
pT’(Θ)



Back to those birds

Genome-scale 
phylogeny of birds. 

(From: Erich D. Jarvis et 
al. Science 

2014;346:1320-1331)



Species tree v. “gene” trees

Figures from Maddison, Syst. Biol. (1997).



Coalescent processes

Kingman’s coalescent 
- Continuous-time process on 

partitions of [n]

- Start with {1},…,{n}

- Each pair of sets in the current 

partition independently merges 
at exponential rate 1


- Stop when {1,…,n} is reached 

Application to population genetics 
- Coalescent is commonly used to 

model lineages backwards in 
time in a population 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6



Coalescent processes

for obtaining gene tree probabilities given a species tree.
We discuss implications of gene tree discordance and the
‘multispecies coalescent’ for experimental design, and
review new approaches that allow for high levels of gene
tree discordance when inferring species trees. Finally, we
conclude with a proposed list of questions for framing
future investigations of gene tree discordance, incomplete
lineage sorting and multilocus phylogenetics.

The multispecies coalescent
Coalescent theory [1,2,17], which models genealogies
within populations, can be used to investigate probabilities
that gene trees have branching patterns (topologies) that
differ from a species tree topology. The basic model, which
we call the ‘multispecies coalescent,’ generalizes the
Wright-Fisher model of genetic drift [18–20], applying it
to multiple populations connected by an evolutionary tree.

The coalescent for a single population traces the ances-
tries of a subset of individual copies of a gene backward in
time from the present. Figure 1a depicts a population
shaded in blue with five (haploid) individuals, tracing
the ancestries of three of the individuals back ten gener-
ations. The population is assumed to have constant size
and nonoverlapping generations. Each gene is copied from
a random ‘parental’ gene in the previous generation. The
coalescent model approximates the process of choosing
random parents backward in time when the population
size is large relative to the number of sampled lineages
[18–20].

In population genetics, the coalescent is typically
applied to several individuals sampled from one popu-
lation. In phylogenetics, individuals from the same popu-
lation are usually assumed to be similar compared to
the differences that exist among populations (or species)
and, often, only one individual is sampled per population.

Box 1. Incomplete lineage sorting

‘Lineage sorting’ and ‘incomplete lineage sorting’ are used in
several ways by different authors. Some authors (including us)
use them primarily as descriptions of particular types of genealo-
gical pattern. Other authors use them to describe a process that
explains the gene tree discordance detected in genetic data, and
require that genetic data be investigated before the terms apply. Still
others describe ‘lineage sorting’ as ‘complete’ when polymorphism
no longer exists at a locus in descendant populations [22,75]. The
term ‘hemiplasy’ has been suggested [76] for gene tree incon-
gruence specifically caused by incomplete lineage sorting when
ancestral polymorphism is retained through speciation events.

An important insight from coalescent theory is that ancestry of
lineages can be modeled independently of the process of mutation
[18]. Thus, incongruent gene trees can occur even without ancestral
polymorphism – or without any present-day polymorphism.
Although detecting gene tree incongruence (or incomplete lineage
sorting) does depend on the occurrence of mutations, detectability
is conceptually distinct from whether incongruence (or incomplete
lineage sorting) exists. Because gene trees are expected to some-
times disagree with the species tree independently of the existence
of polymorphism, we suggest that ‘incomplete lineage sorting’ be
used only to refer to failures of lineages in a population to coalesce.
Whether such failures result in incongruent gene trees depends on
coalescences in ancestral populations. With this definition, incon-
gruence is not built into the concept of incomplete lineage sorting,
and the usage parallels the way HGT, gene duplication, hybridiza-
tion, recombination, natural selection and other phenomena are
cited as potential causes of gene tree incongruence.

Figure 1. The multispecies coalescent. Each dot represents an individual gene
copy, with each row representing one generation. Lines connect an individual gene
copy to its ancestor in the previous generation, one row higher. The width of a
population represents the population size, and the height represents time
measured in generations. (a) The coalescent in several populations. The four
populations shaded pink each have only one lineage (gene copy) sampled per
species. (b) Populations arranged by evolutionary relationships. Because the
lineage ancestral to the gene sampled from population C fails to coalesce in the
population in yellow, this lineage can coalesce with the D lineage before
coalescing with the lineage ancestral to the lineages sampled from populations
A and B. Consequently, the gene tree topology is ((AB)(CD)), whereas the species
tree topology is (((AB)C)D). (c) A gene tree in a species tree, obtained by ignoring
individuals that are not ancestral to individuals in the sample.
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Multispecies coalescent 
- S: species tree

- Perform Kingman’s coalescent in 

each population starting with 
lineages entering from 
populations immediately below


- Stitching together the 
corresponding lineages produces 
a tree which we refer to as a 
gene tree  



Figures by Luay Nakhleh

Coalescent processes



Anomaly zone
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Rooted version: Degnan & Rosenberg (2006)



Split-based approaches

Figure from Salerno, Curatti, Trends Plant Sci. 2003 Feb;8(2):63-9.
Rooted version: Allman et al. (2011)



Internode distance

x y

graph distance 
between x and y = 3



Internode distance

x y

graph distance 
between x and y = 2



Variance of internode
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Proof by picture



The impact of correlation?

a bz1 z2 z3 z4 zn-3 zn-2
f {



The full model: MSC-JC
• Species tree: S


• For each gene g (independently and identically),


- Generate a gene tree Tg for g using the multispecies coalescent on S


- Generate sequence data of length k on Tg  using a substitution model


• Goal: reconstruct S from the sequences

S

T1 T2 T3 T4 Tm…



MLE on concatenation is not consistent

A B C D E F

> & connection 
to parsimony



Concatenation revisited
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How much data is needed?
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Information-theoretic lower bound 
on the data requirement



An unexpected trade-off
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An unexpected trade-off
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Figure from Gogarten & Townsend Nature Reviews Microbiology 3, 679-687 (2005)

Another source of discordance:  
horizontal gene transfer (HGT)



A stochastic model of HGT

Figure from Steel et al., JTB (2013)



Is the Tree of Life even a tree?



E.g., hybridization?



Beyond trees

Split network

Phylogenetic network



Trees as circular split systems
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General circular split systems

not compatible



Why circular networks I: 
Neighbor-Net [Bryant-Moulton’04]

where



Split metrics
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Why circular networks II: 
Outer-labeled planar splits graph 

[Wetzel’95, Dress-Huson’04]



Why circular networks II: 
Outer-labeled planar splits graph 

[Wetzel’95, Dress-Huson’04]



A more robust algorithm: overview

“Theorem” [Roch-Wang’18]: We give an efficient  
reconstruction algorithm for circular networks 

from distorted metrics with a much smaller radius  
of accuracy than previous methods.



Jukes-Cantor formula



Variance of Jukes-Cantor formula  
increases with evolutionary distance
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Distorted metrics



Tree case

separates 
x and y



Incompatibility



Main results



Main results



Example

Neighbor-Net Our method
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